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P2 Literacy mid term 3 2011

NAME:____________________________________STREAM:______
1. Name  these things  we use to clean our compound.

__________________________           _______________________________

2. Which animal helps man in hunting?

_______________________________________________________________
3. Which two things are fond in our classroom?

_______________________________________________________________
4. Match  the  following  correctly.

Eyelids                                   smelling

Hands                                    tasting

Tongue                                  trapping

Nose                                      touching

5. A  young  frog  is  called _______________________________________

6. How  do  we  keep  our  bodies clean?  

_______________________________________________________________

We  keep  our  bodies clean  by ________________________________

We  keep  our  bodies  clean  by _______________________________

7. Draw and name two things we use to clean our houses.
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     (a)_______________________            (b) ______________________________

8. Write the animal for each sound.

barks        _________________             moos  _______________________

purrs        __________________             grunts  ______________________

9. (a)  ________________________is the condition of the atmosphere of 
       a given place at any given time.

(b) Draw  any  one  type  of  weather.

10. Mention any one animal at home.

_______________________________________________________________
11. List the  two  groups  of animals.

(a)______________________________  (b) __________________________
12. (a)  How many legs has a true insect?
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_______________________________________________________________
(b) Give two useful insects.

(i)____________________________ (ii) _________________________

13. Why do animals move?  Give  two  reasons.

(a) ____________________________________________________________

(b) ____________________________________________________________

14. Name any two plants that provide us with food.

(a)____________________________  (b) ____________________________

15. What do the following use for breathing?

fish  ___________________________________________________________

plants _________________________________________________________

man  __________________________________________________________

16. List  two  characteristics of living things.

(a) ____________________________________________________________

(b) ____________________________________________________________

17. How does a chameleon protect itself?

_______________________________________________________________

18. State any two weather makers.

________________________               _______________________________

19. (a)  Why do we eat food?  Give two reasons.

(i) _____________________________________________________________

(ii) _____________________________________________________________
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(b) Draw  and name any two food eaten by people.

                  __________________________           __________________________

20. Give any two accidents in our community.

_____________________________        ______________________________

21. Match  mothers with their babies.

frog                                          fry

fish                                           calf

elephant                                  piglet

pig                                            frogling / tadpole

22. Of what importance are the following animals to people.

cow __________________________________________________________

dog  __________________________________________________________

23. Which vaccines prevents the diseases.

Polio  __________________________________________________________

Measles________________________________________________________

** The  End. **
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